Heller Lecture - Prof. Drazen Prelec

June 9, 2015

On the topic of "Rewarding honesty when truth is not verifiable"

Prof. Drazen Prelec
Sloan School of Management, MIT

On the topic of
"Rewarding honesty when truth is not verifiable"

The lecture will be held on Tuesday, June 9, 2015 at 17:00
Location: ELSC, Silverman Bldg., 3rd wing, 6th floor

Abstract:
The problem of eliciting and aggregating information arises at several levels, including the social (wisdom-of-the-crowd) and the neural (ensemble voting). Elicitation requires incentives that will reward honest reporting of private signals. Aggregation involves selecting the best report from an entire distribution
Galton famously proposed the "democratic" median, back in 1907. The lecture will present recent work on elicitation (Bayesian truth serum) and aggregation of individual judgments, in a setting where truth is not verifiable and prior information about individual competence is lacking. Non-verifiable domains encompass historical and artistic judgments, futuristic forecasts, as well as phenomenological "first person" descriptions of mental activity. The formal results use Bayesian game theory, and exploit information contained in predictions by individuals about how others will respond. Experimental results illustrate the approach.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Learn more about our exciting upcoming events!

read more

Studying at ELSC

Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

read more

The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

read more

ELSC Media Channel

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.

read more